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This paper is concerned with homotopy properties of partially ordered sets, in 
particular contractibility. The main result is that a noncomplemented lattice with 
deleted bounds is contractible. The paper also presents (i) the homology of final 
sets and cutsets, (ii) a generalization to posets of Rota’s crosscut theorem, (iii) 
contractibility proofs for some-classes of posets of interest in Iixed point theory, 
and (iv) a simple characterization of the Cohen-Macaulay property for disman- 
tlable lattices. 
INTRODUCTION 
By means of the simplicial complex of all finite chains it is possible to 
associate a topological space with each poset (partially ordered set). For a 
finite poset P it is well known that the Euler characteristic of the associated 
space coincides with the Mobius number of P. Thus one may inquire whether 
some of the remarkable combinatorial properties of the Mobius function are 
discrete reflections of deeper topological realities. Indeed, investigations of 
Baclawski [ 1 ] and Folkman [5] have shown that central results such as 
Crapo’s complementation theorem and Rota’s crosscut theorem rest on 
homological foundations. In this paper we look beyond homology to seek 
explanations for and extensions of such results in terms of homotopy type. 
Homotopy properties of posets have previously been studied by Lakser [ 6) 
and Quillen [S]. The present paper, which was inspired by the work of the 
four aforementioned authors, is organized as follows. 
After some topological preliminaries in the first section, we discuss in 
section two the homology of certain simplicial complexes associated with 
final sets and cutsets in a poset. These constructions can be seen to extend in 
different directions the crosscut homology theory for lattices of Kan, 
Peterson, Rota, and Whitehead (see Rota [I 1, p. 3551). The resulting 
machinery finds applications in fixed point theory for posets (see [2]) and is 
also needed for the proof of our main theorem in section three. As another 
application we present a generalization to posets of Rota’s crosscut theorem. 
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In section three we prove that if a lattice L is not complemented in a 
certain strong sense then the poset L - {a, i } is contractible. This sharpens 
and extends Baclawski’s result [ 1, Corollary 6.31 that L - {a, 1) is acyclic 
when the lattice L is finite and noncomplemented. Baclawski’s result, in turn, 
of course relines Crapo’s noted discovery [4] that ,~(a, 1) = 0 for a finite 
noncomplemented lattice. 
A finite lattice is said to be dismantluble if its elements can be removed 
one by one in such a way that at each stage a sublattice is left. In Section 4 
we show that a dismantlable lattice is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if all 
nonempty open intervals are discrete or connected. 
1. A TOPOLOGICAL LEMMA 
In this section we review some relevant topological concepts and present a 
technical lemma which will play a key role in what follows. For topological 
terminology and notation we try to adhere to Spanier [ 121. 
Two topological spaces X and. Y are said to have the same homotopy type 
or to be homotopy equivalent if there exist continuous maps J X-+ Y and 
g: Y + X such that g 0 f is homotopic to the identity map on X and f 0 g is 
homotopic to the identity map on Y. A topological space is said to be 
contractible if it has the same homotopy type as a point. 
A simplicial complex K is by definition a family of finite nonempty subsets 
of some set V such that (1) uE V implies {v}EK and (2) @#sstEK 
implies s E K. The elements of V are called vertices and the members of K 
are called simplices. To a simplicial complex K are commonly associated 
two topological spaces ] K Iw and ] K Id ( see Spanier [ 12, p. 1111). These are 
defined on the same underlying point set; but the topology of IKId, the 
metric topology, is in general coarser than that of IK I,,,, the weak topology. 
However, ] KI, and ] KI, have the same homotopy type (see Lundell and 
Weingram [7, Prop. 4.6, p. 1311) so for the purposes of this paper it is not 
essential to distinguish between them. Nevertheless, for preciseness we agree 
to let I K ], which we call the geometric realization of K, denote the space 
1 Kl, with the weak topology. When we speak of the homotopy type of a 
simplicial complex we, of course, have in mind that of its geometric 
realization. 
If s is a simplex of a simplicial complex K then we call the subcomplex 
St s of K defined by St s = {t E K ( s U t E K} the star of s. When a vertex v 
exists such that K = St(u) then we say that K is a cone or, for emphasis, a 
cone with peak v. A cone is contractible. Clearly, St s is a cone with peak u 
for all u E s. Hence, 1st s] is contractible for all simplices s. 
Suppose that 9 = (Sois, is a family of nonempty subsets of a set S. We 
define the nerve N(y) of the family 9 to be the simplicial complex on the 
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vertex set I consisting of those finite nonempty subsets c of Z such that 
fl,,, Si # 0. We say that .Y covers S if lJi,, Si = S. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let a simplicial complex K be covered by a family of 
subcomplexes (Ki)is,. Assume that every finite intersection 
Ki, n Ki* n .‘. ~7 Kin is either empty or contractible. Then K has the same 
homotopy type as the nerve N of the covering. 
Lemma 1.1 is not due to the present author; however, since it seems not to 
have been explicitly stated anywhere before we felt it would be useful to have 
it on record. The lemma was first introduced in a homology version by 
Folkman (5, Theorem 2.11, who also demonstrated its usefulness in the study 
of lattice homology. As stated above the lemma is implicit in Quillen’s paper 
IS]. The first proof below, which is due to Quillen, makes the connection 
explicit. In order to make the results of this paper fully accessible also 
without the detour into algebraic topology upon which Quillen’s proof 
depends, we have included a second proof which is quite elementary. This 
proof, which in every essential way is due to Lakser [6], actually requires 
that the finite nonempty intersections mentioned in the lemma are cones and 
not merely contractible. For all applications in this paper this stronger 
requirement is satisfied. 
Proof 1 (Quillen [9]). In the following we will tacitly use the fact that a 
simplicial complex L and its barycentric subdivision sd L have 
homeomorphic geometric realizations. 
Regard K and N as posets by ordering the simplices by inclusion. Let 
Z=((S,U)EKXNISE~~~,, K,} with the product order. Then Z is a 
closed subset of K x N, that is, x < y E Z implies x E Z if x, y E K x N. The 
projection map fiber Z, = {o E N ] (s, a) E Z) consists of all finite subsets 
of the set J, = {iE I( s E Ki}. Hence Z, is contractible. Z, = 
{sEK/(s:a)EZ) is by assumption contractible. Consequently, by Quillen 
18, Corollary 1.8, p. 1041 K and N are homotopy equivalent. # 
Proof 2 (Lakser [6]). We assume now that the finite intersections Ki, n 
Ki2 n . . . n Kin are either empty or cones. The idea is to construct explicit 
simplicial maps w: sd N-+ K and 4: sd K -+ N such that ] w] and ]d] are 
homotopy inverses. We will define w and 4, but we leave it to the interested 
reader to check that they induce homotopy equivalence between ] K ] and ] N] . 
The verification is carried out in great detail, but in a somewhat ,more 
specialized setting, by Lakser in [6]. 
Let us first define w: sd N + K. If u is a vertex of sd N, that is, a simplex 
of N, let w(u) be some vertex u of K such that nice Ki is a cone with peak U. 
By the standing assumption such a vertex u will always exist. NOW, let 
{uo, u1,-**, unlr uocul . ..cu.,, be a simplex of sd N. If 
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(~(a,), ~(a,+ J,..., I} is a simplex of nisO, Ki for some e, 1 < e < n; then 
{ w(u,- d, v(uA..., v(o,)} is a simplex of fliEoem, KiT since 
ni.,,Ki c nit?-, Ki and flico,-, Ki is a cone with peak ~(a,-,). Since 
{~(a,)} is certainly a simplex of niEU. Ki it follows by finite induction that 
(~(u,,), ~(a,),..., ~(a,)} is a simplex of nipo, Ki and, hence, of K. Thus w  is a 
simplicial map. 
Next we define 4: sd K -+ N. If s is a vertex of sd K, that is, a simplex of K, 
let 4(s) be some index i E Z such that s E Ki. Since (Ki)i,, covers K such an 
index i will always exist. If {s,, s, ,..., s,}, s0 c s, c .a- c s,, is a simplex of 
sd K, then s0 E Kmcsj,. for j = 0, l,..., n, so (d(s,,), d(si) ,..., d(s,)} is a simplex 
of N. Hence, 4 is a simplicial map. 
The remainder of the proof is presented, with some mild but obvious 
modifications, on pp. 190-192 of Lakser [6]. 1 
2. HOMOLOGY OF FINAL SETS AND CUTSETS 
Let P be a poset. The family of all finite chains of P forms a simplicial 
complex A(P), which we call the order complex of P. By the order homology 
of P, H,(P), we understand the ordinary simplicial homology of A(P) with 
integer coefficients: N,(P) = H,(A(P), Z). 
In this section we present other simplicial complexes T(P, C) and @(P, R) 
which are derived from the poset P and which in important situations have 
the same homotopy type as A(P). For the basic concepts of poset theory we 
refer to Chapter 1 in Birkhoff [3]. 
A subset R of a poset P is said to be final if for every p E P there is an 
r E R such that p < r. Let us call a subset R of P meet-coherent if whenever 
T is a finite nonempty subset of R which has a lower bound in P then T has 
a meet in P. Given a final subset R of a poset P we define a simplicial 
complex @(P, R) on the vertex set R by taking as simplices those finite 
nonempty subsets of R which have a lower bound in P. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a meet-coherent jinal subset of a poset P. Then 
A(P) and @(P, R) have the same homotopy type. 
ProoJ Define U, = (x E P ] x Q r} for r E R. Let us examine the family 
9 = (A(ur)L,, of subcomplexes of the order complex A(P). The fact that R 
is final implies that Y covers A(P). Clearly, 0 # (Jl= I A(I!I,.~) if and only if 
0# nfzt=, u,,, for ri E R, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Hence, the nerve N(Y) equals 
@(P, R). Therefore, the result will be established by Lemma 1.1 once we 
show that the nonempty finite intersections of members of 5” are cones. 
Let K = (J:= I A(U,,) = A((-);= I U,,), ri E R, i = 1,2 ,..., n and suppose that 
K # 0. Any vertex of K is a lower bound to the set T = {r,, r2,..., r,}, so 
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since R is meet-coherent T must have a meet, which we call t. Now, clearly 
f)r= I U,.i = {x E P ] x ,< t), and hence K is a cone with peak t. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. H,(P) z H,(@(P, R), 0 1 
By taking the order dual of the preceding notions we arrive at the concepts 
of initial and join-coherent subsets of a poset P, and we see that the 
associated simplicial complex @(P, Q) of a join-coherent initial subset Q is 
homotopy equivalent with A(P). 
Let S be a subset of a poset P. We say that S is bounded if there is either 
an upper or a lower bound of S in P. A subset C of P is said to be a cutset 
in P if every finite chain of P can be extended to a chain which contains an 
element of C. A cutset C of P is coherent if whenever T is a finite nonempty 
subset of C which is bounded in P then T has either a join or a meet in P. 
Finally, if C is a cutset of P and A G C then we say that A is astral if there 
is some x E P such that x and a are comparable for all a EA. Thus A is 
astral if and only if it is a subset of the vertex set of the star St(x) in the 
order complex for some x E P. For an illustration of these concepts see 
example 2.7 in Baclawski and Bjiirner 121. 
Now, let P be a poset and C a cutset in P. The family of all finite 
nonempty astral subsets of C forms a simplicial complex r(P, C). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let C be a coherent cutset in a poset P. Then A(P) and 
r(P, C) have the same homotopy type. 
Proof Consider the family 9 = (St{c)),,, of subcomplexes of the order 
complex A(P). Since C is a cutset 9 covers A(P). Let s = {cl, c2 ,..., cn} be a 
simplex of the nerve N(9). Then 0 # nl=, St{ci}. In particular the inter- 
section contains some vertex x E P, which therefore must be comparable to 
all the ci, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Hence, s is an astral subset of C. Conversely, if s is 
astral then s must be a simplex of N(9). Therefore N(Y) = QP, C). In view 
of Lemma 1.1 the result will then follow if we show that the nonempty finite 
intersections 0 St{ci} are cones. 
Suppose that 0 # n;==, St{ci}. There is then some x E P that is 
comparable to all the ci. We may assume that the ci are labeled in such a 
way that ci ,< x for i = 1,2,..., k and x < ci for i = k + 1, k + 2 ,..., n. Without 
loss of generality we may also assume that k > 1, since if k = 0 the argument 
dualizes. The element x is an upper bound of the set T = {ci, c*,..., ck} and 
since C is coherent T must therefore have a join or a meet. Let us assume 
that T has a join y (the meet case is handled in a similar fashion). We claim 
that L = OF=, St(ci} is a cone with peak y. Let e be any vertex of L. e is 
then comparable to all ci, i = 1, 2 ,..., n.Ife<cforsomecETthene<y.If 
this is not the case then e > c for all c E T, hence e > y. In either case e is 
comparable to y. Now, if (e,, e2 ,..., e,} is a chain in L, then we have shown 
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that {.v,e,,e 2,...,e9} must also be a chain in L. Consequently, L is a 
cone. I 
COROLLARY 2.4. H,(P)zHH,(T(P,C),E). 1 
Theorem 2.3 and its corollary were earlier obtained by Lakser [6] and 
Folkman [5], respectively, for the special case when Is is a lattice and C is a 
cutset which is also an antichain. Here P denotes P enlarged with new least 0 
and greatest 1 elements such that 6 ( x < ? in p for all x E P; and C is said 
to be an antichain when no two distinct elements of C are comparable. Note 
that if Is is a lattice then any cutset of P is coherent. Also, when the cutset C 
is an antichain then a subset of C is astral if and only if it is bounded. 
Let P be a finite poset. We define ,u(P), the M6bius number of P, to be the 
value of ~(0, 1) computed in P (see Rota [ 111 for details). Let us call a 
subset S of P spanning if there is no element in P which is comparable to all 
the elements of S. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let C be a coherent cutset in a finite poset P, and let qk 
be the number of spanning k-element subsets of C. Then 
,u(P) = \4: (-l>“& 
kz2 
Proof: Let c, denote the number of chains in P of length n (i.e., with 
n + 1 elements). Let a, denote the number of astral subsets of C with it + 1 
elements. A subset of C is spanning if and only if it is not astral, so 
~,+q,,+,=(,,‘:‘d. M a m k’ is use of Hall’s theorem (see Rota [ 11, Proposition 
6, p. 346]), the Euler-Poincare formula, and Corollary 2.4 we get 
p(P) + 1 = f (-1)” C, = s (-l)“rankH,(P) 
= nzO (-l)“rank H,(T(P, C), Z) = T (-1)” II,, 
?I=0 
- = 1 + F (-l)kqk. I 
n=o k=2 
Rota’s crosscut theorem [ 11, Theorem 3, p. 3521 can be recovered from 
Theorem 2.5 as the special case when Is is a lattice and C is also an 
antichain. What is sometimes known as “Rota’s first crosscut theorem,” 
namely, [ 11, Proposition 1, p. 3491, can be generalized in .a similar fashion, 
using final set homology (Corollary 2.2) rather than cutset homology in the 
computation of ,u(P). Note that the resulting proposition in this case is within 
reach of Rota’s original Galois connection proof method. 
582a/30/1 1 
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PROPOSITIOW 2.6. Let R be a meet-coherent final subset of a finite poser 
P, and let qk denote the number of k-element subsets of R with no lower 
bound in P. Then 
p(P)= G (-l)kqk. I 
k=1 
3. CONTRACTIBLE POSETS 
We call a poset contractible if its order complex is contractible. The main 
goal of this section is to prove that a poset P, such that Js is a noncom- 
plemented lattice, is contractible. To that end we first derive a lemma in 
which the concept of a cone is generalized. 
Given a simplicial complex K, let us call a nonempty subset S of the 
vertex set of K a supersimplex if all finite nonempty subsets of S are 
simplices of K. For a given supersimplex S of K, let S denote the 
subcomplex of K consisting of all finite nonempty subsets of S. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K be a simplicial complex and (Fi)i,l a family of 
supersimplices of K such that (Fi)iE1 covers K. Assume that in K there is a 
supersimplex S with the property that $ A = Fi, C7 Pi2 ~7 -. . n Fin, 
. 
I,, II,.... i,EI,theneitherA~S#%orAUS~F,forsomeiEI.ThenK 
is contractible. 
Proof We first note that the nonempty intersections Fi, Q Fil Q a.. n Fin 
are supersimplices of K. Hence, the nonempty intersections Fil f7 Fi, f7 .- - f? 
Fin are cones, in fact they are cones with any vertex as peak. 
Let us first assume that no intersection of the type Fi, n Fil n . . . n Fin is 
empty. Then, applying Lemma 1.1 to the covering of K by (Fi)i,, we find 
that K has the homotopy type of the supersimplex f; that is, K is contrac- 
tible. 
Next we must deal with the case when the empty set can be obtained as an 
intersection. Putting A = 0 in the hypothesis forces us to conclude that then 
ScF, for some iEI. Let .I= {iEZISEFi} and I’=Z-J. Then I’#%. 
Consider the covering of K by the family of subcomplexes g = (Li)iEI,, 
where Li = Fi U (UjEJFj). Let Li, n Liz n . . . n Lin be a finite intersection. 
We want to show that it is a cone. Clearly, Li, n Li2n . . . nLis = 
AU (Uj,J Fi) where A = Fi, n Fix n 1.. n Fin. By assumption, either 
AnSf0or AUSEFi for some iEI. IfAnS#%, sayxEAnS, then 
Li,nLi2n . . . n Lifl is a cone with peak x, since x E A and x E Fj for all 
j E J. If A U S s Fi, then in particular S E Fi , so i E J. Therefore A G Fi for 
some i E J and it follows that Li, n Li2 n . . . n Lin = lJjpJFj. The complex 
iJjeJFj, however, is a cone with any element of S as peak, since 
S G njez Fj* 
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We have now verified that Lemma 1.1 may be applied to the covering of 
K by the family 9. The nerve of that covering is I’, since 0 # ss n,,,, Li. 
Hence, K is contractible. 1 
Note that if K is a cone with peak v then K will satisfy the hypotheses of 
the lemma with S = {v} and (Fi) the family of all faces of K. For its 
application to poset fixed point theory (see Baclawski and Bjorner [2, 
Corollary 2.51) we record the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be a coherent cutset in a finite poset P. Let 
F, , F, ,..., F, be the maximal astral subsets of C. Assume that there is a 
nonempty astral subset S of C such that if A = Fi, n FiIn ... n F4, 
1 ,< i, < i, < ... < i, < n, then either A (7 S # 0 or A V S is astral. Then P is 
contractible. 
Proof By combining Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1. 1 
Let us call a lattice L with least element 6 and greatest element ‘I strongly 
complemented if whenever Q is an initial and R a final subset of L - (6, I} 
then every element of L has a complement which is a join of a finite subset 
of Q as well as one which is a meet of a finite subset of R. For instance, a 
lattice of finite length is strongly complemented if and only if each of its 
elements has a complement which is a join of atoms as well as one which is 
a meet of coatoms. Clearly, a strongly complemented lattice is 
complemented; however, the converse need not hold. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be a lattice with 0 and ? that is not strongly 
complemented. Then L - {@I } is contractible. 
ProoJ Let P = L - {o, I}. We may, without loss of generality, assume 
that there is a final subset R of P and some element x E P such that x has no 
complement which is a meet of finitely many elements of R. Let Q be an 
initial subset of P; for instance, we may choose Q = P. Since L is a lattice Q 
is join-coherent in P. Let us examine the simplicial complex @(P, Q). It is 
defined on the vertex set Q and its simplices are all finite nonempty subsets 
T of Q such that VT + ^I in L. For each r E R let F, = {q E Q ] q < r}. Then 
(FL is a family of supersimplices of @(P, Q) and (F,.),,, covers @(P, Q) 
since R is final. Now, let S = {q E Q ] q <x}. To verify the hypothesis of 
Lemma 3.1 we observe that if A = I;,, n Fr2f7 . . . n Fr., then 
A={qEQlq<a} wherea=r,Ar,A...Ar,. Sincexlackscomplements 
of the form a we must have either a A x # 6 or a V x # 1, which implies that 
either AnS # 0 or A US cF, for some r E R. Therefore @(P, Q) is 
contractible by Lemma 3.1, and, as a consequence, so is d(P) by Theorem 
2.1. I 
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For a strongly complemented lattice L the poset L - {a, I} may or may 
not be contractible as simple examples show. It is a corollary of the 
preceding theorem that under the stated conditions the poset P = L - 16, I} 
is acyclic, that is, H,(P) z 0 for n # 0 and H,,(P) g H. If the noncom- 
plemented lattice L is finite then acyclicity implies that P = L - 16, 1) has 
the fixed point property, that is, every order-preserving map f: P+ P has a 
fixed point x =f(x) (cf. Baclawski and Bjorner [2]). If L is infinite the same 
conclusion may in general not be drawn. However, we conjecture that for 
every noncomplemented lattice L of finite length the subposet L - {a, I} has 
the fixed point property. 
~.DISMANTLABLE POSETS AND LATTICES 
In this section we will consider homotopy properties of certain finite 
posets and lattices which can be dismantled in a prescribed manner by 
removing elements one by one. The definitions of dismantlability below are 
due to Rival. 
An element x of a poset P is said to be irreducible if x is covered by 
exactly one element or x covers exactly one element in P. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x be an irreducible element in a poset P offinite length. 
Then P and P - {x} have the same homotopy type. 
Proof: Let us, without loss of generality, assume that x covers exactly 
one element, say y. Define a mapf: P--+P - {x) by 
f is order-preserving and therefore induces a simplicial map d(f): d(P) + 
d(P - {x}). Let i: P - {x} -+ P be the inclusion map. Clearly, d(i) 0 d(J) and 
the identity map on d(P) are contiguous. Hence, Id(f)1 and Id(i)1 are 
homotopy inverses. 1 
A finite poset P of order n is said to be dismantlable by irreducibles if the 
elements of P can be labeled xi, x2,..., x, in such a way that xi is an 
irreducible of P - {x, , x2 ,..., xi- I } for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If P is dismantlable by ikreducibles, then P is contrac- 
tible. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, P - {x1, x2 ,..., xi-,} has the homotopy type of 
p - {x, 9 X2,‘.., xi} for i= 1,2 ,..., n- 1. 1 
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There is a concept of dismantlability for lattices which is related to that of 
dismantlability by irreducibles. A finite lattice L is said to be dismantlable 
if there is a chain L, cL,c . . . c L, = L of sublattices of L such that 
card Li = i for i = 1, 2,..., n. For example, every planar lattice, that is, lattice 
whose diagram can be drawn without intersections in the plane, is disman- 
tlable. For further information about dismantlable lattices we refer to Rival 
[lo]. A poset is connected if any two of its elements are related under the 
transitive closure of the comparability relation. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (a, b) = {c E L 1 a < c < b} be an open interval in a 
dismantlable lattice L. If the interval (a, b) is connected then it is contractible. 
Proof An element x of a finite lattice L is said to be doubly irreducible if 
whenever x=yVz or x=yAz, y,zEL, then x=y or x=z. Let Irr(L) 
denote the set of all doubly irreducible elements of L. Rival has shown [ 10, 
Theorem 21 that a finite lattice L is dismantlable if and only if Irr(S) # 0 
for every sublattice S of L. It follows that every sublattice of a dismantlable 
lattice is dismantlable. Thus, to prove the theorem it will suffice to consider 
the case when a = 0 and b = 1. It also follows that if L is a dismantlable 
lattice with more than two elements then there must be an x E Irr(L) such 
that x # 0 and x # 1. 
Now, assume that L is a dismantlable lattice and that P = L - {a, I} is 
connected. As we just observed there must be some x E P such that 
x E Irr(L). Then x must be covered by exactly one element in L, say y, and x 
must cover exactly one element in L, say z. If P has more than one element 
it is not possible that z = d and y = 1, since P is connected. Hence, y E P or 
z E P and x is an irreducible in P. P - {x} is again connected and L - {x} is 
a sublattice of L and therefore dismantlable. Hence, by finite induction, P is 
dismantlable by irreducibles, and Proposition 4.2 applies. I 
In view of the preceding result it is simple to characterize combinatorially 
the Cohen-Macaulay property for dismantlable lattices. A finite lattice L is 
said to be homotopy Cohen-Macaulay (cf. Quillen [8]) if whenever x < y in 
L then q(x, y) is trivial for all i < [(x, y). Here {(x, y) denotes the length of 
the open interval (x, y) = (z E L 1 x ( z ( y} and rri(x, y) denotes the ith 
homotopy group of the space ]d((x, y))]. 
. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let L be a diskantlable lattice. Then L is homotopy 
Cohen-Macaulay if and only if every open interal (x, y) of length >l is 
connected, 
Proof. If L is homotopy C -M and !(x, y) > 1 then x0(x, y) is trivial, 
which means that (x, y) is connected. If on the other hand (x, y) is assumed 
to be connected then by Theorem 4.3 (x, y) is contractible, so 7ci(x,y) is 
trivial for all i. 1 
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